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STATE OF ASSAM   -Vs- MD LOKMAN ALI 
 

IN THE COURT OF ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE::UDALGURI, ASSAM 

SESSIONS-100/2016 

u/s-447/376IPC 

THE STATE OF ASSAM-------- Sri Jang BahadurChetry(Informant). 

-Vs- 

MD LOKMAN ALI                        --------- Accused person. 

PRESENT: NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED, (LL.M, AJS) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam  

APPEARANCE:    

(1) MrRajibSarmah: LdAddl. PP for the State. 

(2) Mr M. C Narzari: LdDefence Counsel.  

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON         : 01.08.2017, 21.04.18, 01.09.2018,   

26.09.1814.11.18 & 12.12.2018. 

ARGUMENTS   HEARD ON            :22.01.2019. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON         :30.01.2019. 

J U D G M E N T 

1.       The brief facts of the case leading to the prosecution of the accused 

MdLokman Aliis that on 09.08.2016 one Sri Jang BahadurChetrylodged an ejahar 

with the Officer-in-Charge of MazbatPS stating inter alia that on  that day at 

about 11 am, the accused committed rape on his daughter Smti ‘S’ (actual name 

is withheld in order to conceal the identity of alleged rape victim) in the house of 

his neighbour Sri Kumar Giri by taking advantage of presence of noone in the 

house but the accused was caught when Smti Punnawati Devi, the wife of 

informant, witnessed the incident. Hence the Case. 

2.    On receipt of the ejahar,Mazbat P.S Case No-57/2017, u/s-447/376 IPC was 

registered against the accused MdLokman Ali. Investigation into the case was 

commenced and after completion of usualinvestigation, charge-sheet u/s-

447/376 IPC was submitted against the accusedMdLokman Ali, to face the trial.  
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3.        In due course, the case was committed to the Court of Hon’ble Sessions 

Judge, Udalguri by the ld J.M 1st Class, Udalguri and then the case was 

transferred to this Court for trial. 

4.       Trial of the case was commenced. The accused appeared before the court 

to face trial. After hearing both the sides and perusing the case record, charges 

in writing u/s-447/376 IPC were framed. On being read over and explained the 

contents of the charges u/s-447/376IPC, the accused pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to face the trial. 

5.Points for Determination:- After considering the materials on record I have 

found the following points for determination- 

I) Whetheron 09.08.2016 at about 11 amthe accused MdLokman Ali committed 

criminal trespass in the house of the informant in order to commit 

some offences ? 

            II) Whether on the same date, time and place,the accusedcommitted 

rape on the informant’s daughter? 

6.         To bring home its charges, the prosecution side examined as many as 

ten (10) witnesses namely, Sri BhimsaUpadhayaas PW-1, Sri Benu Kr. Chetry as 

PW-2, Sri Jang BahadurChetry as PW-3, Smti PunnwatiMahanta as PW-4, Smti 

‘S’ as PW-5, Sri LakhanSahu as PW-6, Sri LoknathSanyashi as PW-7, Smti 

ChandramayaChetry as PW-8, Sri DharamlalGiri as PW-9 and IO Sri Sitanghsu 

Kr. Gosh as PW-10.Prosecution side exhibited the ejahar as Ext-1, Statement of 

witness Sri DilliramMahanta u/s-164 Cr.PC as Ext-2, Seizure List as Ext-

3,Statement of victim u/s-164 Cr.PC as Ext-4, Sketch Map of PO as Ext-5 and 

Charge-sheet as Ext-6.After theclosure of prosecution evidence, the accused was 

examined u/s-313 Cr.P.C, wherein his stand was of total denial. The accused 

declined to adduce defence evidence. I have also heard the argument of both 

the sides. 
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APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISSION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7.       To determine the above-mentioned points and to reach a judicial decision 

on the same, let me now adumbrate the evidences on record. 

POINT NO-I& II: 

8.        To start with the appreciation of the evidences of PWs, let me highlight 

the arguments put forward by both the sides. The ld Counsel for the accused 

submitted that the accused has been falsely implicated. Per contra, the ld Addl. 

PP submitted that the prosecution has been able to prove its case. 

9.      On the face of the rival contentions, let me appreciate the evidences on 

record. It can be seen thatthe informant (PW-3)Sri Jang BahadurChetry 

stated in his deposition that the incident took place with his daughter but he was 

not in the house at that time.Surprisingly PW-3 did not whisper anything about 

the incident. 

10.     Victim (PW-5), who is a dumb, stated in her deposition through sign 

language (recorded with the assistance of interpreter) that the accused grabbed 

her and then removed her clothes by felling her on ground. The victim did not 

depose anything through sign language that she was raped by the accused.  

11.       PW-1 Sri BhismaUpadhaya stated in his deposition that on 09/08/2016 

at about 11.30 am while she was proceeding towards the field for grazing cattle 

one Punnawati (PW-4) called him and told him that she caught a thief and then 

she told him that the accused had committed rape on the victim. ButSmti 

PunnawatiMahanta(PW-4) stated in her deposition that after returning from 

village, she had seen the accused and the victim standing in the cow-shed of her 

house and then the accused fled away. So PW-4 did not depose that she had 

witnessed the accused committing rape on the victim.  

12.     Other PWs have only heard about the incident. PW-7 Sri 

LoknathSanyashi stated in his deposition that he had seen the people assaulting 

the accused badly and then he came to know that the accused committed rape 

on differently abled daughter of the informant. PW-9 Sri DharamlLalGiri stated 
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in his deposition that on 09/08/2016 he was informed by one boy over 

telephone that some incident had taken place with the daughter of the 

informant. He further stated that on reaching the spot, he came to know that 

the accused grabbed the daughter of the informant and committed rape on her.  

13.    So, it is seen that none of the witnesses had seen the incident. The 

evidence of victim (PW-5) is also silent regarding commission of rape on her by 

the accused. Under such circumstances, the penal liability on the accused can 

not be fastened unless there is medical evidence corroborating the evidence of 

hearsay witnesses. 

14.      Although the prosecution has failed to examine the doctor who examined 

the victim but the perusal of the medical examination report shows that the 

doctor did not find spermatozoa on examination of vaginal swab of the victim 

orpresence of any sign of violence mark on private parts of the Victim.  Further 

the IO (PW-10) admitted that he did not seize any wearing clothes of the victim. 

PW-10 also admitted that he did not seize the underwear of the accused. So, it 

is evident that the medical evidence is also not helping the prosecution to prove 

the guilt of the accused. The principle of the criminal jurisprudence is that the 

prosecution has to prove its case beyond reasonable doubt and in case of any 

doubt, the benefit of doubt has to be given to the accused. On the basis of the 

aforesaid appreciation of evidences of PWs, it can be said that the prosecution 

has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the accused committed rape 

on the victim by committing criminal trespass in the house of the informant. 

Hence both the points are decided against the prosecution. 

15.     On the basis of the above adumbration and appreciation of evidences 

thereof, it can be safely concluded that the prosecution has failed to prove it 

case against the accused MdLokman Ali beyond reasonable doubt. As such, the 

accused is acquitted of the chargesleveled against him. So, the accused be set 

at liberty forthwith. 

16.       The bail-bondfor the accused would remain in force for the next six (6) 

months in view of Sec. 437-A Cr.PC. 
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17.     Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 30thday of January, 

2019. 

 

(NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 
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APPENDIX 

1.   PROSECUTION WITNESSES-- 

           I) PW-1                        :Sri BhimsaUpadhaya;  

           II) PW-2: Sri Benu Kr. Chetry; 

           III) PW-3                    : Sri Jang BahadurChetry; 

           IV) PW-4 : Smti PunnwatiMahanta; 

           V) PW-5  : Smti ‘S’; 

           VI) PW-6                      : Sri LakhanSahu; 

           VII) PW-7                      : Sri LoknathSanyashi; 

           VIII) PW-8                     : Smti ChandramayaChetry 

            IX) PW-9                        : Sri DharamlalGiri& 

             X) PW-10                         : Sri Sitanghsu Kr. Gosh. 

2.   PROSECUTION EXHIBITS-            

I) Ext-1     : Ejahar; 

          II) Ext-2: Statement of Sri DilliramMahanta 

u/s-164Cr.PC; 

  III)Ext-3    :Seizure List; 

         IV) Ext-4                                :Statement of victim u/s-164 Cr.PC 

          V) Ext-5:Sketch Map of PO & 

         VI)Ext-6 : Charge-sheet  

3.    DEFENCE WITNESSES          : Nil. 

4.    COURT WITNESSES/EXHIBITS  : Nil.                        

 

(NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 


